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[or, New to you does NOT make it New]
The Color Revolution, Cairo 2011

Observations on the parallels between the U.S. today and Cairo then.
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The 2011 Egyptian “Arab Spring” was a Color Revolution. It shared many of the characteristics of other color revolutions that have regularly appeared in other countries. While Color Revolutions can appear local because they key on national and local grievances to instantiate mass line movements, they are actually international and multinational events – as is demonstrated by the basic commonness of the various “national” color revolutions around the world.

In Egypt, it has not gone unnoticed that events ongoing in the United States in 2020 with Antifa and BLM share many characteristics with Egypt’s 2011 Color Revolution that was popularly, and erroneously, labeled “The Arab Spring.” It too demonstrated interactive united front coordination between the Neo-Marxist Left and the Islamic Movement.

In what follows, Cairo Kitty, an Egyptian citizen residing in Cairo, put together a series of raw TV transcripts of Tahrir Square and related activities to reveal the similarities between Color Revolutions in other countries, in this example, Egypt’s in 2011, and the United States today.

“Peaceful Protest”?  

“The people want to burn down the regime”?  

Following Cairo Kitten’s presentation, examples of related events in other countries, and especially the United States, will demonstrate the obvious and sustained continuity between events in the United States today with another country that experienced its own Color Revolution.

Of course, if activities in the Untied States follow Color Revolution form, and they do, this provides a reason – an indicator - that America must look beyond standard domestic rationalizations to explain events.
ElBaradei Interview

The announcer: Doctor some people say that we tried the revolution but the result was the destruction of the country and the economy ruined, and we want stability and we see what is happening in Syria, and some of them say that the revolution may have failed, but the revolutions are usually going through stages, and now we are at a stage that can change things later, what is your assessment of the revolution now?

ElBaradei: The revolution is not at its best, but the revolutions take a lot of time, we can review the French Revolution to see how many years it took, and after the removal of the king came to them the era of oppression, the king came back again, and they went through everything again. Until it finally settled down.

The revolution did not fail, but as happened in all the Arab world, the dream of "peaceful revolution is impossible", and so President Kennedy said before: "Who ever makes the path to a peaceful revolution impossible opens the way to the revolution of violence," and we must understand this in the Arab world. The message.
ElBaradei (continued): Therefore, we are in a transitional phase and we must speed up and review our positions and review our experiences and agree that we agree and do not disagree, so that we limit the way to achieve the goals of the revolution. The people must know that they have duties, which are to organize themselves and not frustrate and know that the revolution takes time.

And they should know that sitting only in the square, they can only achieve the first goal of the revolution, which is to isolate the failed repressive regime. But this is not enough, there must be a political organization and intellectuals must have a program that I can reach with it for the system of government, Which means achieving the goals of the revolution.

Today, when I see the civil force in a very bad situation, and I do not care about the old people, but I care about the young people who represent this for them the future, I am saddened because this young people are unable to organize themselves, unable to form a party of 100,000 or 200 thousand.
ElBaradei Interview

ElBaradei (continued):

When I said that we are working a million revolution met with ridicule from the media of the former regime, and I today call on young people to do the work of a strong organization that expresses your ideas and chose to lead in this situation will take you seriously.

But as long as there is division and differences between the people themselves, the situation we see now will end, freedom and human rights will disappear, and the disappearance of freedom and human rights means the disappearance of all rights.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXBQ0h7qG_A
Mohamed ElBaradei predicted a major revolution in Cairo and said in remarks made in Vienna before returning to Cairo today that he would take part in the demonstrations but called for it to be "peaceful", and appealed to Hosni Mubarak to retire and said he had served the country for 30 years and it was time to give up power.

ElBaradei: I hope that the government understands that the right response to the situation should be political, not security, security engagement will certainly lead to unwelcome consequences and no one wants to see it. At this time, people, especially young people, want me to lead the transition, and I'm not going to let them down, but that's not my priority.

First of all, I want to see a new order and a new Egypt through a peaceful transition. And as I said before, I'm going to call on the ruling regime to wrestle with what we say, don't use violence, and you have to understand that change is coming. There's no way. There's no other choice.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=llqauIO_HEE
ElBaradei and Hamdeen Sabahi lead a march against the Muslim Brotherhood by Mustafa Mahmoud.

Cheers:

- False. The Constitution of the Brotherhood. Failed
- The people want to bring down the regime.
- Falls falls, all the guide's dog's fall.
- The revolution continues.
- We don't want to be judged by the soldiers or brothers who trade in religion.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kB4-91zXf4Y
Artists and Actors in Egypt during the January revolution.

1. Tayseer Fahmy: O correspondent of Al-Arabiya Channel Say the Truth, Say What You See here. Hosni Mubarak falls. He has to leave, he has to leave.

We don’t want you. We don’t want you.

The people want to bring down the regime.

2- Khaled Abul Naga: Cheers. The people want to punish the president.

The people want to overthrow the ruling regime.

Khaled Abul Naga, 2nd from the right, is associated with the MB & reportedly resides in the U.S. Amr Waked, - 4, middle, is an actor. He made a video of himself interrogating a citizen he believed to be an undercover police officer during 2011 protests in Tahrir. In the video, he abused a man verbally. There was also evidence of violence. Amr resides in the U.S. were he acted in a couple of Hollywood movies.
3- **Ahmed Fouad Najm**: He is the cause of chaos, he wants to ruin the country before he leaves, and ordered the police officers to shoot the demonstrators with real bullets, and then make the army take to the streets but then the people discovered that this is not the army but they are the guards of the president, because the license plates were written on it the Republican Guard, and then he does a drama that comes with a group of thieves and makes them take the oath. The Egyptian street and the Egyptian youth will decide the matter.

4- **Amr Waqed**: I want to say that the most honorable people in Egypt are the ones who are present here now in Tahrir Square, and that these people will build the future of Egypt, and I want to invite every Egyptian citizen to participate in these demonstrations, and support the country like this as we see in the field in a civilized and decent way for ten days and from all categories of the people, and what is shown on Egyptian television violence this is lies and slander and who says this is a lie, and rumors about funding and working for foreign parties are true.
4- Amr Waqed (continued): It is not true and total lying, and I am donating food to people and everything for nothing, and there is no external funding, these demonstrations were carried out by the Egyptian youth only, they are the only financiers.

Hamdi Qandil: Today is the first day of demonstrations and certainly the ruling regime will leave for Jeddah, just as the Tunisian dictators have left.

Jehan Fadhil: Egypt is going to change, I have hope in the Egyptian people.

Famous actress Mona Hala: The demonstration is peaceful, and those who enter are ruined and violence are people tucked from the government and not by the people, the people are very, very, very civilized.

Noha Al-Amrousi: This is the government that is ruining, the people are not ruining and love their country, and all those who came out in the demonstrations are honorable.
Hanan Mutawa: Sad about these divisions that are taking place in Egypt, and sad for the Egyptian media that speaks with the voice of the government and not the voice of the people.

Suhair Al-Murshidi: We want the government to hear the voice of the virgin revolution, a clean and peaceful revolution, not allied with any strange entity.

Mahmoud Saad: They shot at us, Mr. Mahmoud, real bullets. These people are capable of everything with the help of our Lord.

- In your opinion, who is the most suitable figure for leadership in Egypt now?

There is no specific person suitable, but the person chosen by the people is the most suitable person, this is the young Egyptian who was accused of being a loser who proved to the world that he is capable of changing the situation in the country.

One of the protesters said they accused us of sabotage, but we were just going around the Egyptian Museum in Tahrir Square.

I know the young people of Egypt all their lives are men.
Khaled Al Sawi: Egypt under Mubarak was a police state, restricted the media, restricted the parties, and as a result found many oppressed victims, and has been stormed by parties, cadres and generations, this is a new generation of revolutionaries in Tahrir Square demanding freedom, justice and a decent life, does not want sabotage or cracking or violence, and corresponds to what I saw with my own eyes and saw by myself during the demonstrations with this violence and we were shot. . . and this regime has tails and hands and arms that carry out robberies, looting and sabotage because they are the remnants of the police state.

Khaled Youssef: (Speaking from The Field Philippines to Al Jazeera)

In the field, a crowd of Egyptian people from all sects, not the Muslim Brotherhood as they claimed, came to demand their legitimate rights, I imagine that the regime at the end of the day will leave and give power to Omar Suleiman, and Mubarak will go to Sharm el-Sheikh to rest.
Khaled Youssef (continued): We are a generous people who do not insult a man over 80 years of age. We do not shout against him in words that are outgoing as they claim, because we do not sin or lineage. We don't insult old people.

What happens if the president does not respond to these demands at the end of the day?

If the president does not abdicate and hand over power to Omar Suleiman, the masses will remain in the field until he responds.

Shrihan: I am now in Tahrir Square and the scene is wonderful and the truth is that the youth are honorable, classy and civilized in all of Egypt and this requires that the president give up with courage and wisdom to Mr. Omar Suleiman because this is a real youth revolution without the instigation of the Muslim with the Christian chanting for the homeland.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkgRk8wcVXk&list=PL9vKTzlre3IMvNSVU5cAfw3aNP1Lybt3D&index=36
The revolutionaries' confessions that the revolution is not peaceful.

Confessions of Ahmed Douma, one of the leaders of the revolution.

There is no peaceful revolution in human history, the first of which is the January Revolution. On January 25, at night, when the square was dismantled, we restored the central security of The Molotov in the streets around Tahrir Square.

On January 28th, at the Revolutionary Forces Meeting, the Molotov cocktail was prepared and officers kidnapped to serve them as hostages if they were shot by police officers.

I’m Ahmed, I admit to throwing Molotov cocktails at them, and I’m repeating this again.

The announcer asks him, do you and your friends think that you taught people the value of the scientific complex by burning it, but the value of man and soul and blood.
Jamila Ismail’s confessions that the revolution is not peaceful.

The rebels of January 25, 2011, and 28 to 18 days later, who used Molotov cocktails, attacked police stations, and opened prisons, were not all revolutionaries? Were we not revolutionaries? “We were together using Molotov cocktails, we were on fire, we were shooting, we were hitting the officers, we were cutting off the roads together,” she said.
Samia Jahin's confessions that the revolution is not peaceful.

We used violence to overthrow Mubarak, and this rosy picture of the peaceful revolution only, and we are a peaceful and clean people that is never real, we could not break the security arm of the regime except by a street war, and many martyrs fell in The Governorate of Suez during the occupation of the Police Department of Al-Arbyaain, and the prevailing saying that we brought down the Mubarak regime by chanting peaceful and peaceful and cleaning the streets and so on, is not true at all. Breaking Mubarak's security arm was only possible by throwing Molotov cocktails, burning police vehicles, burning police stations, burning the armored vehicles that were spraying the rebels with water, and beating the officers.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhKuPA1z88A
Shouts of encouragement were raised by the rebels wrapped around the vehicle with two men handcuffing the sheriff naked, some of them encouraging him to increase his torture and the shouts of the people of Allahu Akbar (this shout used by Muslims when they slaughtered a sheep, or slaughtered an animal) and then slaughtered him.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lxko4ti6Yxc
We only want freedom, we want less than our rights in this country.

We want our rights. We want our rights. This is the beginning of a march towards freedom without the waste of dignity.

Bread, freedom, human dignity (the people chant edited by Ahmed Douma, who admitted in the previous video that it is not a peaceful revolution, not a peaceful one)

**Abul Fotouh says:** "We realize on this day police day (January 25th), when the police were fighting and fighting in front of the English occupation to liberate Egypt, we know that the state apparatuses are full of patriots, honorable and loyal people, and that those who sold themselves to the regime against this great people will never continue.

**Cheers:** Our parents joined Lina. Before our country is sinking us! Long live the police with the people...
Bilal Fadl: Hosni Mubarak is false! Enough. Enough. Haraam. Haraam! I want to tell the youth a very important point that today is not a first step because it was preceded by too many steps and everyone asks himself whether this march will succeed or not? But I think this march has really worked since it was established. An entire country is afraid of a group of young revolutionaries demanding demands that have already emerged in court, such as a minimum wage demand.

“Criticism dealing with this content is criticism in a hand-to-hand fight, and in such a fight the point is . . . to strike him . . . The people must be taught to be terrified at itself . . .”

Karl Marx, 1843
Bilal Fadl (continued): I want to say to Mr. Ahmed Ezz and Hosni Mubarak who brought Ahmed Ezz, who brought Ahmed clean, and who brought Gamal Mubarak, enough for 30 years enough, Egypt deserves the best Egypt in the old days with this beautiful architecture before the ruin and destruction that came with the Mubarak regime.

Cheers: We will not oversell, we will not sell, our right in Egypt will not be lost

Long live Tunisia... Long live Egypt

All the dogs of Mubarak’s Palace fall.

Raise your voice which will come out will not die

Come on Egyptian tell Jamal that we are men and not children.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQ4LdxS0_4o
Acts of Violence and Terrorism Reveal the Lie that Egypt’s Revolution is Peaceful.

Brotherhood says Violent Organizations were Created by Intelligence and Security Services

An armed battalion in Helwan is carrying out several bombings of several facilities, including transformers, communications towers and other news reported by the media and the press, all known by the Brotherhood and its leaders. Despite the group’s denials of these crimes, the group announced that the violent organizations that have emerged recently were manufactured by the intelligence and security services, denying any connection to these operations as claimed by the media.

The first anniversary of the dispersal of the Rabaa and Nahda sit-in was accompanied by acts of violence, vandalism and arson in several areas attributed to a number of unknowns and attributed by the media to the Muslim Brotherhood, including the setting fire to a metro car towards the prairie line, and the throwing of Molotov cocktails towards the building of the Maadi neighborhood and the building of the Neighborhood of Ain Shams. A number of main roads were cut off by unknown persons, including: Abu Hammad Road in Zagazig, The International Coastal Road in Baltaim, Kafr Al-Sheikh governorate, and Miami Road in Alexandria. And unknown persons blew up one of the electricity towers in one of the villages of Manouf.
A group of masked armed youths, calling themselves the **Helwan Brigades** movement, threatened the police with reprisals, denied their followers of the Muslim Brotherhood and said they had **despaired of their peacefulness. We are not Muslim Brothers and we have despaired of their peace.** Dr. Jamal Abdel Sattar, a leader of the **Muslim Brotherhood** and the Alliance for the Support of The Shariah, denied that it is a 100 percent intelligence security work, stressing the peaceful revolutionary movement against the coup, and members of the **Muslim Brotherhood** and some revolutionaries have confirmed the peaceful marches, and that any acts of violence are the work of the police and security.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycGAGml6QH8

**NOTE:** The Helwan Battalion was associated with Hasm, an organization Egypt formally designated as a terrorist organization in 2017.
Abul Fotouh’s remarks on January 28th, commenting on Mubarak’s speech on al-Jazeera news channel.

From Cairo, Dr. Abdel Moneim Abul Fotouh. What did you expect President Hosni Mubarak to say and not say? Was it surprising what he said in his speech?

In the name of God, the most merciful, the most merciful, we are the Muslim Brotherhood, we are busy in Egypt, and the suffering, backwardness and loss, and we consider all of this to be the work of Mubarak himself and his regime, and they are the ones who caused the destruction of Egypt on the political, economic and educational level, and I appeal to the Egyptian army, which we trust, in its sincerity and patriotism, and we appeal to the young Egyptian revolutionaries to preserve the homeland and not sabotage in cooperation with the army.

I am busy preserving Egypt and confronting those who have ruined Egypt.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N03LQ5iY0E8
One of the rebels says they break the police cars and throw stones at them, and one of them holds the officer's cap and says this is until they know that we are not cowards and we are not weak, we are men. That's right before they set fire to the police cars.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QnATxFuvCXk
Continuity of Narratives
Continuity of Effort

**BLUF.** The Islamic Movement in the United States has integrated it ground game with the larger Color Revolution. Coordinated at all levels, it is managed internationally and integrated locally. This indicators are both ample and dispositive

**Internationally,** this can best be explained by the emergence of a conference of Muslim leaders who began meeting in Malaysia in 2019. With Qatar, Turkey, Pakistan, Malaysia, and the Muslim Brotherhood playing a leading role, this forum seems to provide an alternative forum to the OIC that conforms its messaging to social justice narratives orchestrated by the Marxist Left. See:


https://english.alaraby.co.uk/english/news/2019/12/18/muslim-leaders-gather-in-malaysia-for-islamic-summit

https://thearabweekly.com/shadow-muslim-brotherhood-hovers-over-malaysia-summit

**Domestically,** Yaacov Apelbaum’s ”**Domestic Terror 2.0,**” [https://apelbaum.wordpress.com/2020/02/11/domestic-terror-2-0/](https://apelbaum.wordpress.com/2020/02/11/domestic-terror-2-0/) - released February 11, 2020, provided a clear example (and warning) of the Islamic Movement’s ground game in the U.S.

What follows are a series of events that establish continuity between activities in Egypt’s 2011 Color Revolution and subsequent activities in the United States and other countries. Not only can continuity be established between events in Egypt in 2011, but it can also be shown that events in the United States in 2020 demonstrate continuity with events building in the United States since at least 2015.
“Black Lives Matter is our matter, Black Lives Matter is our campaign.”

Nihad Awad
Executive Director, CAIR
MAS-ICNA Annual Convention
December 2015

“we need to make a conscious admission to ourselves that Black Lives Matter. ... We are the community that staged a revolution across the world. If we can do that, why can’t we have a revolution in America? ... You know what you should do. And if we do it, Allah has promised us the same victories that he granted to those who came before us.”

On President-Elect Trump’s 2016 Victory: “Topple the Regime”
Good morning, just a reminder that USA police are learning how to kill black and brown folks by being trained by Israeli police who openly murder Palestinians everyday. Black liberation is tied to Palestinian liberation.

8:36 AM - May 15, 2018 - Twitter for iPhone

2K Retweets  58 Quote Tweets  5.6K Likes

"From the streets of Paris . . . ‘The people want to overthrow the regime!’"

Sajid Turkmani, “This time from the center of Paris (The people want to overthrow the regime) We said it . . . and we will keep repeating it from above any land and under any sky.” December 3, 2018
2019

Reza Aslan
@rezaaslan
Aug 4, 2019

So then when @KellyannePolls said we needed to “eradicate” this evil she meant shoot it in the face? She was threatening the El Paso shooter? We are all so fucking fed up with you racist GOPers and your bad faith bullshit. twitter.com/johncardillo/s...

John Cardillo
@johncardillo

There’s really no other way to interpret “eradicate” other than @rezaaslan threatening the life of @KellyannePolls. twitter.com/rezaaslan/stat...

Reza Aslan
@rezaaslan

After today there is no longer any room for nuance. The President is a white nationalist terror leader. His supporters - ALL OF THEM - are by definition white nationalist terror supporters. The MAGA hat is a KKK hood. And this evil, racist scourge must be eradicated from society.

2,295 7:39 PM - Aug 4, 2019

8,807 people are talking about this

2020

Reza Aslan
@rezaaslan

If they even TRY to replace RBG we burn the entire fucking thing down.

7:01 PM - Sep 18, 2020 - Twitter for iPhone

3.7K Retweets 13.6K Quote Tweets 11.4K Likes

Reza Aslan
@rezaaslan

Sep 18

Over our dead bodies. Literally.

Andrew Desiderio
@AndrewDesiderio

Sep 18

BREAKING >> McConnell: “President Trump's nominee will receive a vote on the floor of the United States Senate.”

Show this thread

McConnell Statement on the Passing of Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg

23.6K 5.2K 5.7K
“The Oppressed”
2019

“The Prayer of the Oppressed”
2020

Hoda Katebi
@hodakatebi
Jun 12
Chicago police tried (& failed!) to block us from marching on the street in front of the CPD HQ. Instead we pulled out the prayer rugs, prayed, & occupied that block for hrs demanding police & prison abolition NOW. So grateful to everyone who came out today❤️
#MuslimsForAbolition

Hoda Katebi
@hodakatebi
Jun 12, 2020
Twitter Web App

pro tip: blasting the Prayer of the Oppressed outside the police headquarters/in front of cops is a great choice 😎

10:49 PM · Jun 12, 2020 · Twitter Web App
53 Retweets 407 Likes